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Facts

• Between 2000 and 2012, only natural disasters caused $1.7 trillion in damage and affected

2.9 billion people!

• About 2.5 billion people lack access to appropriate sanitation.

• Every day, 2,200 children under the age of 5, are dying as a result of diarrheal diseases.

• Every 5 seconds, a child dies of hunger!
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Definition

Disaster is a disruption that physically affects a system as a whole and threatens its priorities and

goals.
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Definition

The mission of Humanitarian Organizations is to rapidly provide and

distribute aid to beneficiaries to minimize human suffering and death.
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Definition: main mandates

• Relief operations: emergency response usually to sudden-onset disasters.

• Development Programs: long term projects to increase the quality of living standards.

Hence, humanitarian operations range from short-term humanitarian relief in response to acute

emergencies, to medium and long-term support focusing on recovery and reconstruction.
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Definition: humanitarian supply chain
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Definition

Humanitarian logistics: mobilizing people, resources, skills and knowledge to help vulnerable

people affected by disaster.
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Definition: crisis management
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Definition

Unlike most business supply chains, humanitarian supply chain does not have a unique form; it

depends on type and magnitude of the disaster.
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General characteristics
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Characteristics

Humanitarian aid logistics is a supply chain management in extreme

situations!

Yet, all logistics operations have to be designed in such a way that they get the right goods to the

right place and distribute to the right people at the right time.
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3As

Agility is the ability to quickly respond to short term changes in demand or supply to handle

external disruptions.

This is the very nature of humanitarian supply chain where the time cycles are very short, new and

unprecedented demands occur frequently, and external factors place physical, if not political or

financial constraints, on the system.

How to make a commercial supply chain agile?

• promoting flow of information [with suppliers and customers]

• developing collaborative relationships with suppliers

• design for postponement

• building inventory buffers by maintaining a stockpile of inexpensive but key components
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3As

Adaptability is the ability to adjust the supply chain design to meet the structural shifts in

markets and modify supply network strategies, products, and technologies.

As disasters create flux within societies, structural and physical shifts are expected and desired for

rehabilitation to start. Therefore humanitarian supply chain are designed to be above all,

adaptable to the environments in which they operate.

How to make a commercial supply chain adaptable?

• monitor economies all over the world to spot new supply bases and markets

• use intermediaries to develop fresh suppliers and logistics infrastructure

• evaluate needs of ultimate consumers not just immediate customers

• create flexible product design

• determine where companies products stand in terms of technology cycles and product life

cycles
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3As

Alignment creates conditions for better performance and requires exchanging information with

all relevant partners. It defines responsibilities of all stakeholders to create a sense of unity and

identify including aligned incentives.

How to make a commercial supply chain aligned?

• exchange information and knowledge freely with vendors and customers

• lay down roles, tasks, and responsibilities clearly for suppliers and customers

• equitably share risks, costs, and gains of improvement initiatives
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Cross-learning
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My current projects
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Responsive Supply Chain



Challenge

Demand volatility and supply disruption are among the biggest challenges in commercial sector.

A truly agile business can respond in short time-frames both in terms of volume change and

variety change.
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Agility and leanness

Agility (i.e., the ability to match supply with demand) and leanness (i.e., doing more with less)

are NOT synonym.

Remark:

The lean approach is a forward-looking plan to ensure that the use of resources is optimized;

e.g., minimize inventory level.
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Agility or leanness
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Generic supply chain strategy
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The agile supply chain

Characteristics of agile supply chain:
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The foundations of agility

Basic principles of starting point for the creation of the agile supply chain:
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Questions
& further discussion
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